Abstract. This paper describes several massively parallel implementations for a global search algorithm DIRECT. Two parallel schemes take different approaches to address DIRECT's design challenges imposed by memory requirements and data dependency. Three design aspects in topology, data structures, and task allocation are compared in detail. The goal is to analytically investigate the strengths and weaknesses of these parallel schemes, identify several key sources of inefficiency, and experimentally evaluate a number of improvements in the latest parallel DIRECT implementation. The performance studies demonstrate improved data structure efficiency and load balancing on a 2200 processor cluster.
Introduction
The availability of compute power on large scale parallel systems offers both potential and challenges for solving high dimensional scientific optimization problems using global search algorithms. Many of these algorithms have large memory requirements and strong data dependency that degrade the program scalability and parallel efficiency as more and more processors join the workforce. The global search algorithm DIRECT (Dividing RECTangle) by Jones et al. (1993) [13] is one such algorithm. Several research projects ( [19] , [10] , and [11] ) address its parallel design issues on large systems. Baker et al. ([19] ) discuss the performance of several load balancing strategies for a fully distributed version of DIRECT, which solved a 28-dimensional problem on a 256 processor supercomputer. He et al. in [10] and [11] tested two different parallel schemes with various problem scales on a 200 node Opteron cluster of workstations. The intent here is to present the history of these evolving parallel DIRECT implementations. Finally, the current improved parallel scheme is explored analytically and experimentally on System X, a 2200 processor Apple Xserve G5 cluster at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. The performance studies focus on data structure efficiency and load balancing.
In the past decade, DIRECT has been successfully applied to many modern large scale multidisciplinary engineering problems ( [2] , [3] , and [9] ). Recently, DIRECT has been used in global nonlinear parameter estimation problems in systems biology [15] . However, unnecessary overhead and complexity caused by inefficient implementation inside other software packages (e.g., Matlab) may obscure DIRECT's advanced features. Some computational biologists are attracted by its unique strategy of balancing global and local search, its selection rules for potentially optimal regions according to a Lipschitz condition, and its easy-to-use black box interface. Like other global optimization approaches of [4] and [6] , DIRECT is being challenged by high-dimensional (≥ 50) problems including nonlinear models for parameter estimation. The present work applies DIRECT to a 143-parameter estimation problem for a budding yeast cell cycle model [17] .
As the scale of both computational problems and clusters of workstations has grown, parallel optimization algorithms have become a very active research area. However, the nature of the DIRECT algorithm presents both potential benefits and difficulties for a sophisticated and efficient parallel implementation. Gablonsky [5] and Baker et al. [19] are among the few parallel DIRECT implementations known in the public domain. In [5] , Gablonsky adopts a master-slave paradigm to parallelize the function evaluations, but little discussion is given to the issue of parallel performance and potential problems, such as load balancing and interprocessor communication, both of which raise many challenging design issues. A major contribution in [19] is a distributed control version equipped with dynamic load balancing strategies. Nevertheless, that work did not fully address other design issues such as a single starting point and a strong data dependency.
At a high level, DIRECT performs two tasks-maintaining data structures that drive its selection of regions to explore and evaluating the objective function at chosen points. One of the limitations of DIRECT lies in the fast growth of its intermediate data. Jones ([14] ) comments that DIRECT suffers from the curse of dimensionality that limits it to low dimensional problems (< 20) . Figure 1 .1 shows the growth of the number of search subregions ("boxes") for a standard test problem with dimensions N = 10, 50, 100, and 150. The amount of data grows rapidly as the DIRECT search proceeds in iterations, especially for high dimensional problems. This dictates techniques to reduce the size of data structures, thus the number of machines required to hold the distributed data in memory. The second task of evaluating the objective function at sample points presents its own challenges. The selection of sample points in the current iteration depends on all the points that have been sampled previously. Empirically, the inherent inefficiency of this necessary point sampling has a great impact on load balancing. Several strategies proposed in the parallel implementation of DIRECT are explored analytically and experimentally.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 begins with an overview of the DIRECT algorithm and its parallel design challenges. Section 3 presents two parallel schemes of DIRECT and discusses the evolution of the parallelization process. Performance studies for the latest parallel DIRECT version are presented in Section 4.
Algorithm overview and design challenges
DIRECT finds the global minimum of an objective function f (x) inside an N -dimensional design space ≤ x ≤ u. Each iteration of DIRECT consists of the following three main steps.
1. SELECTION identifies a set S of "potentially optimal" boxes that are subregions inside the design domain with dimension N . A box is potentially optimal if, for some Lipschitz constant, the objective function value at its center is potentially smaller than that in any other box (a formal definition of potential optimality can be found in [13] ). 2. SAMPLING evaluates new points sampled around the centers of all "potentially optimal" boxes in S along their longest dimensions. 3. DIVISION subdivides "potentially optimal" boxes in S based on the function values at the newly sampled points. These three steps repeat until the stopping condition is satisfied. Initially, only one box exists in the system. As the search progresses, more boxes are generated, illustrated by the scatter plot shown in Figure 2 .1 in which each circle represents a box. The sizes of boxes increase along the Daxis (diameter) and the function values at box centers increase along the F -axis (function). All the boxes with the same diameter belong to a "box column". Reference [13] proves that all potentially optimal boxes in S are on the lower right convex hull of the scatter plot points in Figure 2 = 0 in the definition of "potentially optimal" in [13] . Call these boxes "convex hull boxes" and the boxes with the lowest function values in each box column "lowest boxes".
In the DIVISION step, multiple new boxes are generated for each convex hull box. The multiple function evaluation tasks at each iteration give rise to a natural functional parallelism used in [5] and [19] . This is especially beneficial for expensive objective functions, since the communication cost of distributing evaluation tasks to multiple processors is negligible compared to the computational cost. On the other hand, a few design challenges are also observed here. First, the algorithm starts with one box, which produces simply one evaluation task for all the acquired processors. With a single starting point, load balancing is always an issue at an early stage, even though the situation will be improved as the search progresses by subdividing the domain and generating multiple evaluation tasks. When a large number of processors is used, the load balancing issue is more critical for low dimensional problems (< 20), which subdivide fewer boxes at every iteration than high dimensional problems. For iterations that generate fewer new boxes, a load imbalance occurs with some processors sitting idle. Second, the number of boxes subdivided at each iteration is unpredictable depending on the result of identifying convex hull boxes. For high dimensional problems, the number of boxes grows more rapidly (as shown in Figure 1 .1), challenging data structure expandability and memory capacity. Therefore, data parallelism is considered here as a remedy, whereby data is distributed across multiple machines. Third, a strong data dependency that exists throughout the algorithm steps lessens program concurrency, thus degrading parallel scalability. Efficient task and data distribution strategies are demanded here for a scalable parallel DIRECT implementation, especially for large scale systems that host hundreds and thousands of processors.
Parallel schemes
All the observations above engendered a combined functional and data parallelization in two parallel implementations of the DIRECT algorithm, called pDIRECT I and pDIRECT II in what follows.
The algorithm operations can be partitioned into three functional components: domain decomposition, box subdivision, and function evaluation as shown in Figure 3 .1. Domain decomposition is an optional component that transforms the single start DIRECT into a multistart algorithm. Moreover, the resulting multiple subdomains are optimized independently, so that the objective function value may be reduced faster [10] . The domain decomposition is accomplished in the following two phases.
1. The longest dimension of the N -dimensional domain is subdivided into s = √ m partitions, where m is the desired number of subdomains. 2. Inside each partition above, the longest dimension is subdivided into s parts. As the second component, box subdivision applies data parallelism that spreads data across multiple processors collaborating on the SELECTION and DIVISION steps. Lastly, the function evaluation component uses the classical master-slave paradigm that distributes evaluation tasks to multiple processors during SAMPLING.
To store the unpredictable number of boxes, both pDIRECT I and pDIRECT II reuse the set of dynamic data structures presented in [12] . In addition, a few techniques are developed for pDI-RECT II to reduce local memory storage and network traffic. To distribute data and computation, pDIRECT I combines a shared memory model (for box subdivision) with a message passing model (between box subdivision and function evaluation), and dynamically spawns processes for these two components. The data is distributed through the global data structures in the shared memory and computational tasks are distributed via messaging. This mixed paradigm improves data distribution efficiency compared to the pure functional parallel versions in [5] and [19] . However, it has its own shortcomings in program portability, processor utilization, load balancing, and termination efficiency. Therefore, the second version pDIRECT II was developed to address these inefficiencies with a pure message passing model and more dynamic features in data structures, task allocation, and the termination process. Performance results prove that pDIRECT II is effective for solving complex design optimization problems on modern large scale parallel systems. The following two sections first present pDIRECT I and its design drawbacks, and then discuss the considerations leading to the improved version pDIRECT II.
pDIRECT I
The parallel scheme of pDIRECT I consists of three levels as shown in Figure 3 .2, each level addressing one of the functional components in Figure 3 .1.
Topology
The processes at Level 1 form a logical subdomain master ring. The entire design domain is decomposed into multiple nonoverlapping subdomains. Each process SM i (subdomain master i, i = 1, . . ., m) on the ring starts the DIRECT search at the center of a chosen subdomain i. SM i detects the stopping conditions, merges the results, and controls the termination at the end. SM i is spawned at run time by MPI and joins the logical ring formed for SM processes. Level 1 uses a ring topology, because it fits the equal relationship among subdomains and represents the dependency of the stopping condition of each subdomain on other subdomains. The overall termination condition is when all subdomains have satisfied the specified search stopping criteria. In other words, a subdomain will be kept active until all search activities in other subdomains are done. This rule aims at reducing processor idleness when subdomains generate different amounts of computation. The drawback is that the stopping condition (i.e., maximum number of iterations) becomes a lower bound on the computational cost instead of an exact limit. Furthermore, the termination process is controlled by a token T passed as described in the following. This process decentralizes the termination control, thus avoiding the bottleneck at SM 1 when the number of subdomains m is large. On the other hand, there are a few disadvantages of using the ring. First, the communication latency on a ring is higher than on some other topologies, such as a star or a tree. Second, the lower bound stopping condition can not provide users accurate estimates of computational cost.
Below Level 1, Level 2 uses GPSHMEM [18] to establish a global addressing space to access the data for SELECTION. This globally shared data structure corresponds to a work pool paradigm [7] that dynamically adjusts box subdivision workload among mini subdomain master (M M ) processes at Level 2. Between Levels 2 and 3, a master-slave paradigm is used for distributing function evaluation tasks. Both Levels 2 and 3 take advantage of dynamic process management in MPI-2 [8] so that processors are assigned to these two levels at run time with approximately (p − m)/m processors available for each subdomain (out of p total processors). In Figure 3 .2, a M -ary tree structure is rooted at each SM process, where
Each SM process dynamically spawns n = M mini subdomain master (M M ) processes at Level 2 for box subdivision tasks. Similarly, each M M process spawns k or k worker processes for function evaluation tasks, where
To form the M -ary tree of processes, pDIRECT I requires that the total number of processes P ≥ 16. If the number of available processors p ≥ 16, then P = p. Otherwise, P is set at 16, so that multiple processes may run on the same physical processor. Pseudocode 3.1 shows the interactions between M M i,1 and
done : = FALSE (the search status) M M i,1 receives DIRECT parameters (problem size N , domain D, and stopping conditions The control mechanism is a two-level messaging-between SM i and M M i,1 , and between M M i,1 and each M M i,j . The DIRECT parameters are passed from SM i to M M i,1 , which broadcasts them again to each M M i,j . To reduce the control overhead, no handshakes are involved between SM i and M M i,1 before the local stopping criteria are met. However, it is inefficient to dedicate a SM process to monitoring the search status and wrapping up the search at the end, causing significant communication overhead.
Task allocation

3.1.2a. The SELECTION implementation
At Level 2, M M processes cooperate on identifying convex hull boxes stored in a shared data structure of a global addressing space using GPSHMEM [18] . Two sets of global shared data structures OPTSET and OPTSET INDEX (Figure 3. 3) are used.
The structures OPTSET and OPTSET INDEX are allocated and distributed across all M M processes, which use one-sided communication operations such as "put" and "get" to access shared data. These one-sided operations provide direct access to remote memory with less interaction between communicating parties. In addition, the data structure LOCALSET is allocated at M M i,1 for merging the boxes with the same size. When only one M M process exists, SELECTION is the same as that in the sequential DIRECT. The following steps describe the SELECTION step implemented in pDIRECT I.
1. M M i,j (j = 1, . . . , n) puts all the lowest boxes for different box sizes to its own portion in OPTSET and updates its index in OPTSET INDEX. 2. M M i,1 gets all boxes in OPTSET and merges the boxes with the same size to LOCALSET. 3. M M i,1 finds convex hull boxes in LOCALSET and puts a balanced number of boxes for each M M i,j into OPTSET (the load balancing algorithm at M M i,1 is described in Pseudocode 3.2). 4. M M i,j gets its portion of the convex hull boxes from OPTSET, removes some boxes (if any) that are assigned to other M M i,j , and starts processing its convex hull boxes. Each box is tagged with a processor ID and other indexing information to be tracked by its original owner. To minimize the number of local box operations (i.e., removals and additions) and maximize data locality, M M i,1 restores the boxes back to their contributors before it starts load adjustment. The shared memory approach can access more memory on multiple machines than on a single machine. However, it depends on multiple software packages for global addressing, such as GPSHMEM and ARMCI [16] . Secondly, resizing the global data structures to hold an unpredictable number of lowest boxes involves expensive global operations across multiple machines.
Thirdly, collecting all lowest boxes at M M i,1 burdens local buffer storage as well as network traffic. Lastly, a global barrier is needed between steps to avoid premature "get" operations.
N box : the number of global convex hull boxes n: the number of M M processes avgload: the average workload measured in boxes underload: the workload shortfall from the desired avgload overload: the workload extra over the desired avgload merge all boxes from OPTSET to LOCALSET by the box sizes find convex hull boxes in LOCALSET and update N box restore boxes given by M M i,j to its portion in
shift some and look for more
3.1.2b. Worker assignment
As shown in Pseudocode 3.2, the load adjustment is done at M M i,1 , which distributes the work to M M i,j by using the shared data structures in GPSHMEM. Then, each M M process subdivides its share of convex hull boxes and distributes the function evaluation tasks down to its workers. Although the control mechanism is simple, this centralized strategy suffers a common bottleneck problem. Furthermore, workers are not shared by M M processes. A worker is exclusively under the command of a particular M M that spawns it at the beginning. This fixed assignment degrades the processor utilization and load balancing among workers.
pDIRECT II
The three-level hierarchy in pDIRECT I is reshaped to be a group-pool structure with subdomain groups of masters and a globally shared pool of workers as shown in Figure 3 .4. The SM and M M processes in pDIRECT I are now grouped together to maintain data structures and perform SELECTION and DIVISION, while globally shared workers perform SAMPLING. This scheme is implemented with a pure message passing model, which removes the dependency on multiple software packages, simplifies the program structure, and improves the parallel performance.
Topology
Each subdomain is served by a subdomain group of masters in lieu of the subdomain master ring. Let SM i,j stand for the master j in subdomain i. SM i,1 is the root master for subdomain i. In addition to carrying out common tasks like other masters, the root masters SM i,1 (i = 2, . . . , m) also communicate with SM 1,1 to finalize the search. This star shaped connection centered at SM 1,1 has replaced the ring topology in pDIRECT I. Moreover, all SM i,j (j = 1, . . ., n) processes except SM 1,1 become workers when they have finished all search activities for their subdomain. This dynamic feature reduces the processor idleness and offers an exact stopping condition unavailable in pDIRECT I. When the stopping condition is satisfied, a termination message is sent from processor 0 down to a logical tree of processors in log 2 (p) steps. Recall that the termination message is passed linearly along the ring and logarithmically down to the M -ary trees in pDIRECT I. Clearly, the new termination scheme here does not require such a complicated control mechanism as in pDIRECT I.
Data structures
The data structure design directly affects the efficiency of local memory operations as well as global data distribution. The set of dynamic data structures borrowed from [12] was kept the same in pDIRECT I, but improved in pDIRECT II. Limiting box columns (LBC) is a technique developed to reduce the memory requirement.
Let I max be the maximum number of iterations allowed (a stopping criterion), I current be the current iteration number, and C be one of the box columns. Each of the iterations I current , . . ., I max can subdivide at most one box from C, because at most one box from C can be in the set of convex hull boxes at any iteration. Therefore, C only needs to contain at most L = I max − I current + 1 boxes with the smallest function values. Boxes with larger function values are not considered by the DIRECT search limited to I max iterations. However, the number of boxes generated per box column is usually much larger than L. (1) and (2) . When the stopping criterion I max is given, storing only L boxes in box columns would significantly reduce the memory demands.
Since each box column is implemented as a min-heap ordered by the function values at the box centers, all box column operations without LBC take O(log n) time and only two types of heap operations are involved-removing boxes with the smallest function values and adding new boxes. Additionally, LBC needs to remove the boxes with the largest function values (b max s). The min-heap data structure requires a O(n) time algorithm to locate the b max boxes. In future work, a min-max heap [1] will replace the min-heap data structure to find the b max boxes with constant time, which makes all operations O(log n) time. The min-max heap makes a huge difference when I max is large, since the number of boxes in a box column heap is very large. The experimental results in Section 4 show the improvement of pDIRECT II over pDIRECT I in reducing local buffer size.
Task allocation
Task allocation policies have strong connections to important performance metrics such as parallel efficiency and load balancing. Here, several improvements were made in allocating both box subdivision tasks in the SELECTION step and function evaluation tasks in the SAMPLING step.
3.2.3a. The SELECTION implementation
In subdomain i, SELECTION is accomplished jointly by masters SM i,j , j = 1, . . ., n, where n is the total number of subdomain masters per subdomain. When n = 1, SELECTION is the same as that in the sequential DIRECT. When n > 1, SELECTION is done in parallel over the index i as follows.
1. The SM i,j identify local convex hull box sets S i,j , j = 1, . . ., n.
2. SM i,1 gathers the S i,j from all the SM i,j . 3. SM i,1 merges the S i,j by box diameters and finds the global convex hull box set S i . 4. All the SM i,j receive the global set S i and find their portion of the convex hull boxes. All buffers used here are locally allocated and resized incrementally according to the updated number of boxes involved in the convex hull computation. Note that all boxes in the global convex hull box set S i must also be in the union of the sets of local convex hull boxes (S i,j ) of the masters. Therefore, each master SM i,j computes S i,j in parallel and SM i,1 only considers the union of all S i,j instead of all the lowest boxes with different diameters, as was done in pDIRECT I. This decentralized SELECTION implementation reduces memory requirements for buffers, as well as the amount of data transferred over the network. However, a large number of subdomain masters will not perform well due to the global communication and synchronization required for finding convex hull boxes at every iteration. [20] describes a sampling technique that can further reduce the bandwidth requirements, but it comes at the expense of requiring another global communication round. Another possibility would be for SM i,1 to gather via a d-way tree only the final merged S i,j , where each intermediate tree node does a partial convex hull merge of its d (merged) inputs (the optimal value for d is derived in [20] 
3.2.3b. Task partition
pDIRECT II supports two ways of task partitioning. In the case of low computation cost, communication overhead dominates the parallel execution time and overshadows the benefits in distributing function evaluation tasks to workers. Wisely, masters would rather keep computation locally and simply share the memory burden with other masters without any worker involved in the picture. This is called horizontal 1-D partition for box subdivision tasks ( Figure 3.6(a) ). Experimental results in Section 4 show that this scheme achieves better speedup (for cheap function evaluations) than the vertical 1-D partition for function evaluation tasks (shown in Figure 3 .6(b)). When these two ways are combined, they become a hybrid 2-D partition. This hybrid scheme is usually preferred for the following reasons. First, the computation cost is higher or at least comparable to the communication cost in most real world design problems. Generally, overlapping the computation on worker processors in the vertical 1-D partition is a reasonable approach. Second, the data sharing scheme in the horizontal 1-D partition relieves the heavy memory burden on a single master processor for solving a large scale and/or high dimensional problem.
3.2.3c. Worker assignment
The worker pool is globally shared by all masters in all subdomain groups. Each worker polls all (selected) masters for evaluation tasks and returns the function values. Workers proceed in cycles that roughly correspond to the DIRECT iterations. During each cycle, a worker requests tasks from a randomly selected subset of masters until all of them are out of work. This is called the "nonblocking" loop in Pseudocode 3.3. Once the cycle is over, the worker blocks waiting (the "blocking" loop) for further instructions from a fixed master, which is selected such that every master has a fair number of blocked workers waiting in the queue. Pseudocode 3.3 below describes how a worker W i evaluates the objective function for masters SM i,j (i = 1, . . ., m and j = 1, . . ., n) during SAMPLING.
m: the number of subdomains, given as input loop: the loop status C active : the counter for the total number of "active" masters that have not reached the last iteration C idle : the counter for idle masters P wi : the processor ID (PID) of W i mesg: the message received from others loop : = "nonblocking" C active : = current total number of active masters C idle : = C active − m (assume all root subdomain masters busy initially) OUTLOOP: do if (loop = "nonblocking") then send a nonblocking request to a randomly selected master SM i,j from C active − C idle busy masters else set all masters to status busy C idle : = 0 send a blocking request to the master SM i,j that ranks as (P wi − C active ) mod C active in the list of all active masters end if INLOOP: do keep waiting for any messages select case (mesg) case (an evaluation task from SM i,j ) evaluate all points in the task send the results back to SM i,j if (SM i,j is responding to a blocking request) then loop : = "nonblocking" end if case ("no point" from SM i,j ) if (SM i,j is at status busy) then set SM i,j 's status idle
if (SM i,j is at status busy) then set SM i,j 's status idle C idle : = C idle + 1 end if remove SM i,j from the master list C active : = C active − 1 if (C active = 0) then cycle INLOOP (will wait for "terminate") end if exit INLOOP case (a "non-blocking" request from a worker)
reply "all done" to this worker (W i was a master) case (a "blocking" request from a worker) reply "all done" to this worker (W i was a master) case ("terminate" from the parent processor) pass "terminate" to the left and right children (if any) exit OUTLOOP end select case end do INLOOP if (C active = C idle ) then loop : = "blocking" else loop : = "nonblocking" end if end do OUTLOOP Pseudocode 3.3.
At the same time, the master SM i,j is generating sample points and responding to worker requests as described in the following Pseudocode 3.4.
S i,j : the portion of global convex hull boxes for SM i,j Q w : the blocked worker queue A b (1 : k) : = 0 (the array of counters for tracking the number of blocking requests from workers W 1 , W 2 ,. . . , W k ) C new : = 0 (the counter for new points) C send : = 0 (the counter for points that have been sent to workers) C eval : = 0 (the counter for evaluated new points) N bin : the upper limit on the number of evaluation tasks sent to a worker at one time mesg: the message received from others if (S i,j is empty) then release all blocked workers in Q w (send them "no point" messages) else find the longest dimensions for all boxes in S i,j C new : = the number of all newly sampled points along longest dimensions if (Q w is not empty) then loop sending at most N bin number of points to each worker in Q w with a tag "responding to your blocking request" update C send release the remaining blocked workers (if any) end if do while (C eval < C new ) keep waiting for any messages select case (mesg) case (a "non-blocking" request from At the beginning of each iteration, SM i,j sends evaluation tasks to its blocked workers. If it has more blocked workers than tasks, it signals the remaining blocked workers to start a new cycle of requesting work from other masters. Otherwise, SM i,j keeps receiving function values from workers and sending out more tasks. When SM i,j is out of tasks, it notifies workers that are requesting tasks and queues up the workers that are blocked waiting for the next iteration. An array of blocking status (A b ) is used to track the number of times that a worker has sent a blocking request to this master during this iteration. After the first blocking request from a worker, SM i,j tells the worker to continue seeking work from other masters. After the second blocking request from that same worker, during this iteration, SM i,j queues up that worker; this gives workers a better chance to find masters who have just become busy. Observe that the subdomain masters within the same subdomain need to synchronize with each other to find global convex hull boxes during every iteration; however, no synchronization or communication is needed among workers, and masters from different subdomains also work independently, until the final termination starts.
When all the masters are out of work at the end of an iteration, the next iteration begins, and the masters from different subdomains may start the next iteration at different times. Therefore, a master should encourage a worker, who has sent it the first blocking request, to seek work again from other masters. This asynchronous design allows a large number of workers to be used efficiently across masters and subdomains. Empirical results have shown that workers achieve a better load balance for a multiple subdomain search than for a single domain search. In comparison, workers 
i − 10 cos(2πx i ) 8 Budding yeast parameter estimator [17] in pDIRECT I work only for a fixed master, so they have to sit idle when the master runs out of work until the next iteration starts.
This scheme also naturally distributes tasks to workers according to the speed at which they finish the work, unlike the load balancing methods that attempt to distribute an approximately equal number of function evaluation tasks to each worker. These methods assume that (1) the function evaluation at different coordinates costs the same computationally and/or (2) each worker finishes the function evaluation within the same amount of time. In fact, these two assumptions are not satisfied in many parallel systems, even though some are claimed to be homogeneous. Most importantly, many engineering design problems do have different computation cost for different regions. Therefore, the measure of a reasonable load balancing should not be the equal quantities of tasks that are distributed among workers, but the degree that all of the workers are kept busy. Note that this scheme adds a parameter N bin used for stacking function evaluations to one evaluation task. It reduces the communication overhead when the objective function is cheap. However, N bin should be set to 1 if the objective function is expensive. Otherwise, fewer tasks are available to workers and a load imbalance occurs.
Performance results
This section presents performance results regarding the main design issues discussed in the last section. The test functions used are described in Table 4 .1; the first seven have the same initial domain [−2, 3] N . For some experiments, dimension N = 150 and an artificial time delay T f are used to make the first seven test functions comparable to the 143-parameter estimation problem from computational biology.
Data structures
The size of the data structures is the number C real of 64-bit REAL variables in the box data structures. Table 4 .2 compares I out (the number of iterations when the memory is used up) with and without LBC and computes the percentage of C real reduction in LBC for runs with I max = I out without LBC. All tests failed to allocate memory when C real reaches ≈ 150 · 10 6 on System X. LBC reduces the size of the data structures by 20-50% for all the test functions 1-7 and by 37% for the budding yeast problem. As the number of box columns grows larger without limit, a single master runs fewer iterations without LBC than with LBC. 
Task allocation
The following experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the SELECTION implementation, task partition, and worker assignment in pDIRECT II. Table 4 .3 compares N gc (number of global convex hull boxes), N lc (the combined number of local convex hull boxes), and N d (the combined number of different box diameters) on 32 subdomain masters for all test functions at the last iteration (I max = 1000 for Test Function 1-7 and I max = 100 for the budding yeast problem). In pDIRECT I, M M i,1 collects N d boxes and finds the convex hull box set. In pDIRECT II, N lc local convex hull boxes are found by SM i,j (j = 1, . . ., n), then gathered on SM i,1 , which identifies the global convex hull boxes. This approach increases the concurrency of the SELECTION implementation. Table 4 .3 shows that it reduces the amount of data transferred over the network and the buffer size by 50-90% for all test functions.
SELECTION efficiency
Task partition
The following experiment is to study the parallel performance of the horizontal and vertical 1-D partition schemes. A total of P = 288 processors are used. In the horizontal partition, each run has all P masters that evaluate objective functions locally. In the vertical partition, a single master sends evaluation tasks to P − 1 workers, each task holding N bin = 1 set of point coordinates. Table  4 .4 shows the timing results for Test Function 6 with N = 150, given two function evaluation costs: T f =0.1 second (the artificial case) and the original cost T f = 0.0 (less than 1.0E-7 second). Set I max = 300 for the original cost and I max = 90 for the artificial cost. To ensure that the two partition schemes are comparable in the number of processors, the timing results are measured from P = 3 processors (if P = 1, no workers are used in the vertical 1-D partition). Note that the horizontal 1-D partition has all P processors available for function evaluations, while the vertical 1-D partition has only P − 1 processors for that. Therefore, the parallel efficiency is estimated with the base = 3 processors for the horizontal 1-D partition and base = 2 for the vertical 1-D partition. The efficiency E is thus computed as (T base /T P ) (P/base) as shown in Figure 4 .1. When T f = 0.0 second, the horizontal 1-D partition (HP 0) runs faster than the vertical 1-D partition (VP 0). The masters in HP 0 locally evaluate the cheap objective function, thus avoiding the communication overhead for talking to workers. However, HP 0 does not achieve any speedup for P = 72, 144, and 288, because the number of convex hull boxes is insufficient to keep all masters busy (some masters have no convex hull boxes, thus evaluating no points locally). As for VP 0, the communication overhead always dominates the execution cost and it fails to achieve any speedup after P reaches 144. When T f = 0.1 second, the vertical 1-D partition (VP 1) runs more efficiently than the horizontal 1-D partition (HP 1) (see Figure 4 .1) except for P = 3. When P = 3, three masters are evaluating functions for HP 1, while only two workers are doing so for VP 1. Nevertheless, all runs with P ≥ 5 of VP 1 take a much shorter time than those of HP 1. The first reason is that the communication overhead is negligible compared to the objective function cost for VP 1. Secondly, when P is large, no convex hull boxes are assigned to some masters, so they have to sit idle in the case of HP 1. In general, the number of convex hull boxes is much smaller than the number of function evaluations, because DIRECT samples two new points along each longest dimension for every convex hull box. Hence, the pure horizontal 1-D partition reaches its limits when P is greater than the number of convex hull boxes. On the other hand, the memory limit on a single master makes the pure vertical 1-D partition impossible for runs with large I max . Therefore, a hybrid partition scheme is generally preferable to the pure partition schemes. In the following two experiments, several hybrid partition schemes with different numbers of masters and workers are compared with the single master scheme for Test Function 6 with N = 150 and T f = 0.1 second for a single subdomain. The first experiment varies the number of masters (2 i , i = 0, . . ., 5) and fixes the total number of processors (implicitly, the number of workers also changes). The second experiment varies the number of masters and fixes the number of workers. P = 100 (total number of processors) is used for Experiment 1. 100 and 200 workers, respectively, are involved in Experiment 2. The measured parallel execution timing results listed in Table 4 .5 are compared to a theoretical lower bound defined by
where T t is the theoretical lower bound on the parallel execution time, N i is the number of function evaluation tasks at iteration i, and k is the total number of workers. T t depends on both the problem and the computing resource. It assumes all workers are fed continuously with evaluation tasks, distinct from reality, where finding convex hull boxes, synchronization, and communication all cost time as well. Clearly when N i is not exactly a multiple of k, some workers are idle during the last working cycle for that iteration. A worker ideally obtains either δ + = N i /k or δ − = N i /k number of tasks. The number X of idle workers can be derived from Here, define the overhead of function evaluation T o = T p − T t and the efficiency of function evaluation E f = T t /T p , where T p is the measured parallel execution time. Table 4 .5, which shows that a wide range of hybrid task partition schemes perform reasonably well (86.2% ≤ E f ≤ 96.3%). In the case of P 100 , E f grows slightly as the number of masters increases up to 32. Clearly, the number of convex hull boxes is sufficient to keep 32 masters busy. Moreover, smaller master-to-worker ratios seem to correspond to lower E f values. This phenomenon may indicate a potential bottleneck problem at masters that communicate with a great number of workers, or simply more idle workers. The above supposition was further investigated in the second experiment. In both W 100 and W 200 , E f is improved at the beginning as the number of masters increases to a "peak point" with the best E f . Then, it is degraded when the synchronization overhead among masters starts to dominate. Note that the peak point is 4 for W 100 and 8 for W 200 , while the master-to-worker ratios at these two points are the same, 1:25. Moreover, W 200 has lower E f values than W 100 for the same number of masters, because masters in W 200 deal with more workers, and more workers in W 200 are likely to be idle. Also, the same amount of work distributed to 100 workers in W 100 generates more communication interactions between masters and workers in W 200 . Therefore, the search with a single subdomain will always eventually decrease E f as more and more workers are used.
Worker assignment
The following experiment demonstrates that function evaluation tasks are allocated more efficiently for a multiple subdomain search than for a single subdomain search. Load balancing among workers is improved greatly with the globally shared worker pool of pDIRECT II, especially when masters of different subdomains generate unequal amounts of work. P = 320 processors were used for the budding yeast problem. P = 200 processors were used for the artificial test problems (Test Functions 1-7) with N = 150 and T f = 0.1 sec.
In this experiment, the feasible domain is split into four subdomains. Note that the same test problem with four split subdomains can be solved in three different ways using P processors. Table 4 .6 compares T a , T b , and T c for all the test problems (I max = 90 for Test Functions 1-7 and I max = 40 for the budding yeast problem). T a is the smallest among the three. T b is only slightly bigger than T a for Test Functions 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7, but becomes significantly bigger (> 5%) for Test Functions 1, 6, and 8, each of which has a large s 2 , the variance of the total number of function evaluations for the four subdomains (in Table 4 .7). Also, T c is the largest among the three. Observe that it is only slightly bigger (< 5%) than T a for Test Functions 2 and 7. Table  4 .7 shows that these two test functions have a largeē = e i /I max (> 6000), the average number of function evaluations per iteration, where e i is the total number of evaluations for subdomain i. Since more tasks are generated at each iteration for Test Functions 2 and 7 than for the other test functions, P − 1 workers are better load balanced in case (c). Figure 4 .3 shows the normalized workload among workers for two runs: (1) Test Function 6 with moderateē and large s 2 , and (2) Test Function 7 with largeē and small s 2 . Generally, workload is normalized by dividing the total evaluation time for each worker by the average evaluation time for all workers. Specially for case (b), the workload is also computed based on P/4 processors for each run instead of considering all P processors for the general normalization. Table 4 .8 lists the normalized workload ranges, where W R b1 was obtained by averaging the workload based on P processors and W R b2 was obtained by averaging the workload based on P/4 processors. Table 4 .8. In Figure 4 .3(1)I, case (b) presents the widest range (W R b1 ) and an interesting pattern that correlates with the variance of the number of function evaluations for the four subdomains of Test Function 6. In case (c), the workload values fall within ranges slightly wider than those in case (a). Nevertheless, if the average workload is computed separately (based on P/4 processors) for each run of case (b), case (b)'s thus computed average workload range (W R b2 ) for Test Function 6 is slightly narrower than that of case (c), but wider than that of case (a). This explains the timing results for Test Function 6 (T a < T b ≈ T c ). Since s 2 is 0 for Test Function 7, the workload pattern is regular for all four runs of case (b) as shown in Figure 4 .3 (2) . Also, the same workload range is obtained by either averaging the workload of all workers (W R b1 ) or of the workers within each run (W R b2 ) of case (b). Similarly for Test Function 7, the narrower workload range implies shorter parallel execution time. This experiment concludes that the multiple subdomain search has the best parallel performance in terms of parallel execution time and load balancing. Multiple subdomain search allows masters from different subdomains to provide work to the globally shared workers at different times, especially for subdomains that generate different amounts of work. In comparison, all masters run out of tasks at the end of each iteration in the single subdomain search. In the latter case, therefore, all workers will be idle until new tasks are available at the next iteration, a direct consequence of the DIRECT algorithm's data dependency. II. Normalization based on P/4 processors for case (b).
(1) Test Function 6. 
Conclusions and future work
This paper describes the pertinent considerations and rationale during the evolution of several massively parallel DIRECT implementations. Several memory reduction techniques and scalability improvements in the parallel scheme have been used in the largest application of DIRECT known to the authors-solving 143-dimensional optimization problems on up to 320 processors in parallel. Several design decisions were analyzed and supported by experiments. Future research in parallel DIRECT may consider the following venues. First, memory reduction techniques that take advantage of the limit on the number of iterations can be explored further. In particular, one may consider limits that take several box columns into account. Second, one may try to mitigate the effect of data dependency by guessing which points DIRECT will sample in the next iteration, and proactively sampling them when many workers are idle at the end of the current iteration. Intuitively, several points whose values are yet unknown should not substantially affect the convex hull, so one may be able to precompute certain objective function values ahead of time (effectively for free, by using otherwise idle workers), and replace expensive function evaluations with cheap table lookups later. Third, improving the implementation efficiency of convex hull computation and memory reduction techniques will likely allow parallel DIRECT to scale to even larger problems on even larger machines. This is especially important when the objective function is cheap, and thus the overhead of internal bookkeeping is significant.
